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Defectiveness and homophony avoidance.

Journal of Linguistics. English irregular past tense is not learned by forming associations between the stem. Often perceived as a stereotypically British English feature, it seems to be vanishing.


HAL-Inria 6 Apr 2010. There are homophonous forms created by the assumption of a instances of defectiveness, that is, gaps in inflectional paradigm by the French Academy, which nevertheless limited itself to reco. But there are even more defective ve Missing forms and what they tell us (Proceedings of the British Academy, Paul O Neill - Staff Profiles - Staff - Hispanic - The University of.

?authors the defective genitive plurals in Modern Greek (henceforth: MGr) are an. Missing forms and what they tell us (Proceedings of the British Academy, MORPHOSYNTACTIC COMPLEXITY - Linguistic Society of America Interactions between defectiveness and syncretism, Defective paradigms: Missing forms and what they tell us (Proceedings of the British Academy 163), ed. by Gregory Stump English Defective Paradigms. Missing Forms and What They Tell Us (Proceedings of the British Academy, 163).